
+  T H E  # 1  T R A P  TO  AVO I D  W H E N  D E A L I N G  
W I T H  J U D G M E N TA L  P EO P L E



Has this ever happened to you? 
 
Your extended family has traveled from afar to gather for a festive celebration. 
You hang with the relatives, coo over the new baby, admire the latest engagement ring, cringe at the gory 
details of your grandmother’s latest illness.  

At dinner, you’re enjoying your sweet potatoes while eyeing those roasted green beans, when one of your 
distant (but dear)relatives says something triggering …   

You feel a rush of heat rise up your back as you hold your breath for a moment. 

Normally, you’d either �re something smart back sharply.  

Other times, you’d just swallow your words, get up from the table to go get a drink, telling yourself you’ll 
need reinforcements to get through this dinner. You discreetly check the time to see if its too early to 
politely bail on the whole meal.  

You’re tired of heated arguments and don’t really feel like getting into a debate.  
But, if you don’t say something, that comment will eat away at you into the night.  

You’re looking for a new response.  
You want to live your values. 
You want to stand up for what you believe in. 
And, you don’t want to o�end anyone or cause unnecessary con�ict. 

If this sounds like something you’ve dealt with - and are likely to face again - here’s how you can show up 
with integrity, dignity and grace the next time you want to speak up and stay in connection with others!

“�e problem with [political party of choice] is that they’re 
oversensitive hypocrites who overreact to everything and 

don’t live in the real world.” 

“[Group of choice] are sel�sh, self-entitled human beings stuck in an 
early stage of moral development.” 

“You know, bad times are coming. You should really own a gun if 
you don’t already have one.” 

“I’m sorry, but a woman loses her right to chose what happens 
to her body when she gets pregnant.” 



Let yourself be impacted by what you hear.  
Don’t push it away or override it.  
Feel angry? Well, then there’s an important sadness, 
longing, pain, or hurt underneath.  
Slow down and feel those feelings. 
�ey are all matter.  Make room. 
Self-empathy is a powerful resource. 

In bearing witness to yourself, you interrupt the part 
of you that joins and perpetuates internalized 
systems of oppression. Instead of self-silencing and 
minimizing, listen to yourself, hear yourself, matter 
to yourself.

1.  H O N O R  YO U R S E L F

Treating yourself with dignity like this (instead of judging yourself or resisting how you feel), leaves you less 
dependent on getting that need met by others. You'll be able to stay clearer and more e�ective with others who 
may habitually dismiss, judge or minimize you.

Look for the gold buried beneath any retaliatory, self-sabotaging judgments:  (Whether you are judging yourself or 
others, or they are judging you, this will help)

Instead of believing judgments as "truth," slow down and look for the buried treasure:  What does this judgment 
actually tell you about what you value? Or about what others may deeply value? 

�inking, “What an asshole, he doesn’t understand anything other than his own narrow frame,” can turn into “I 
really value having a broader perspective on issues like this, one that includes multiple perspectives and builds 
understanding between people.”  

If you �nd that your gold is your deep desire to 
include multiple perspectives and to build under-
standing, talk about *that*. If your gold is about 
people’s freedom to have choices in their lives while 
also protecting those without voices, talk about 
*that*.

Get focused on the deeper needs, and drop your 
attachment to speci�c strategies - at least until 
you’ve established deeper understanding and 
connection with this other person.  

2 .  T U R N  L E A D  I N TO  G O L D



Talk to the human being in front of you: don’t turn them into a 
symbol of wrongness and then rage against a system by raging 
against them. 

Minds change when hearts open.  Go for open hearts (yours and 
theirs) before trying to change minds.  What do you each CARE 
about?  Start with that. 

Show up in a way that keeps your own heart open. Keep your own 
willingness to understand and learn at the forefront.

Make a deep commitment to really connecting with the human 
being in front of you, regardless of the ways in which you may see 
things di�erently.

3 .  H U M A N I Z E ,  H U M A N I Z E ,  H U M A N I Z E

4 .  L E A D  T H E  WAY
( A K A  D O N ’ T  G E T  R E AC T I V E )

Once you’ve identi�ed what you are going to bat for, (ex. including multiple perspectives and building under-
standing) ask yourself

How can what I say or do next, be an example of these very same values? 

We have two choices: Say Something or Listen Deeply. 

Grounded Self-Expression + Vulnerability 

Share your observation, 
“When I hear you suggesting it would be a 

good idea to buy a gun …” 

Share your feelings, 
“ … I feel concerned and a bit wary …” 

Point out common ground when you can �nd it,
 “… because, like you, … “

Share your values and needs,  
“… I long to live in a safe, secure 

communities …” 



End with an open question,  
“… are you open to hearing more about my speci�c concerns?”   
“ … Can you tell me more about what having a gun at home does for you?” 
“… What do you think about some of the opposing points of view you’ve been hearing from others?” 

Deep Listening + Gentle Probing

As you listen to others, focus on their deeper needs and interests, and don’t react (initially) to the strategies 
and sound bites that they are casually repeating and reinforcing (watch out that you aren’t doing the same.)

Ask about their values: 

“In believing this, are you going to bat for a world that is safer? More honest? Less complex?” 

“Is it that you are wanting people to be more forgiving of one another, and more understanding of mistake 
we make earlier in life?”

Recap: Simply restate and paraphrase what you heard them say. We all want to feel seen and known, and 
when others actually hear us, it helps to lower our own defensiveness in the conversation.

�e less we feel like we have to resist or convince one another, the more likely we will be able to actually 
have a discussion instead of a debate - one which our own minds may change too, not only theirs. 

Ask for clari�cation: “What did you mean when you said [xyz]…?” or “Can you tell me a little more about 
your reasons for thinking that way?” 

Say if you don’t understand.

Sometimes, we simply can’t see their point of 
view. Just say so. When people then begin 
explaining themselves, they sometimes 
realize they don’t even believe what they just 
said. 

�is works well when people are joking 
about something you �nd o�ensive, for 
example. “I don’t get it …” or “What’s funny 
about that?” or “Wait, what? I’m missing 
something - can you explain the joke?” 



5 .  S E PA R AT E  I N T E N T I O N   A N D  I M PAC T

Respond to intention and impact separately, if you growth, learning and insight. 

Seeing the di�erence between “Who we are” and “what we did” can be powerful. Remember, when our 
identity gets merged with our actions, we will get more defensive. 

Speak to the goodness in others while inviting them to look at the self-sabotaging nature of a speci�c 
moment or behavior. �is approach is far more likely to lead to growth, learning and insight. 

We humans are less likely to shift our behavior if we think others are asking us  to change “who we are.” 

Ok, but how exactly do we acknowledge good intentions while raising awareness about the negative impact 
something they said or did had on us?

We might say something like, “I know you didn’t want to hurt anyone when you said that all those people 
are vile and horrible beings, so you might want to know that I (or name the other person if that feels 
respectful) feel like I am included in that label and it felt like you were talking about me/us. I suddenly felt 
like I was invisible and unwelcome in the conversation - was that what you meant?” 

(By the way, when someone calls you out or tells you about the negative impact something you did had on 
them - especially when you didn’t intend it - just apologize and express empathy for the impact that you 
DID have, instead of defensively defending your good intentions. Stop protesting innocence, and instead 
listen carefully. It will make a huge di�erence and go a long way.) 

If they say, “But, I didn’t mean it that way …” 

You can say, “�ank you, I totally believe you weren’t trying to hurt/o�end me/them (see their goodness). I 
bet you’re regretful and sad about how that actually came across when you didn’t mean to be hurtful…" 

AND: �e #1 Trap to Avoid

Don’t Return Like, with Like. 
Your Integrity will �ank you. 

Don’t like what someone is dishing out?  
If you want to respond with integrity, up-level your own response.



As Einstein famously said, “We cannot solve problems at the same level of thinking that created them.” 

If you object to judgments, then don’t lead with more judgments. 
Try re�ective listening.

If you object to narrow-mindedness, don’t embody narrow-mindedness yourself. 
Ask curious questions. 

If you object to dismissiveness, don’t be dismissive towards them. 
Take in their point of view 

If you object to ignorance, don’t respond out of your own limited understanding. 
Share your confusion. 

Invite dialogue. Demonstrate openness. Re�ect back what they are saying to check for understanding. 
Ask questions that invite thinking together, not against each other.  
Try to identify the deeper values and needs driving those jarring statements. 

Living with integrity means remaining open-hearted while working for positive change. 
Yes, it takes practice! But, the e�ort invested is sooooooo worth it!   

Do you ever ask yourself, WHY do they do that? 
 

Or maybe, Why do I keep doing that when I KNOW better? 
Want to learn exactly what to do and say when someone is yelling to make 

their emotions melt and settle? 

Looking for some powerful scripts to melt people’s hearts and make them want
to seek out time with you again? Or, ask for what you really want in a way that 

other will want to give you want you want?
  

If yes, enroll now in my self-paced Building Better Relationships Online course: 
We’ll dive into all of these topics and so much more!  

Remember that your only goal is to be on the journey and stay in the 
conversation, even if you can’t do it perfectly. And, if you need more personalized 

support, feel free to drop into a practice group or sign up for a private 
consolation on my website.  

w w w .Y V E T T E E R A S M U S . c o m


